Checking Grades On-line for sec 9-15, 16-22

Because we use a separate server (noether.acns) for all work done in the HTL classrooms (including secure test problems), you will not be able to access your quiz or test results outside of HTL.

Periodically (every two weeks, or so) I'll post a listing of your current grades on-line. If you have questions about the posted grades, please just stop by my office hours. Disputes will not be handled by e-mail.

The posted grade information will not show your name - this is to protect your privacy. Again, this posting is NOT updated automatically from eGrade; postings will indicate when the next update is expected.

To protect privacy - no listing of links will be given. You must type your URL.

Students in MAC 1105 9-15 and 16-22, use the URL: http://www.math.fsu.edu/~blackw/grades/sp05grades/xxxxxx.html
where xxxxxx are the last 6 digits of your SS #.